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practice and the dancing practice of Hijikata Tatsumi1. The complex
In conjunction with his performative achievements his writings raise
nikutai) and
manifest a singular criticism about the coupling between knowledge

Theory and Practice, Bodies and Words
In 2009 the 15th Performance Studies International Confer-

2

».

age» that attempted to re-position the status of rhetoric and the notion

1

Tatsumi’s Bodies Trembling between States of Crisis delivered at PSi#21 Fluid States
2

, «Performance

Research», vol. 15, n. 2, 2010, p. 2.

«Teatro e Storia» n.s. 37-2016
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4

5

.

and it has given
-

theoretical and methodological problems that arise from the encounter
ing Japanese, translating Hijikata’s hermetic texts6. The explosion of
contention that a parallel examination of Hijikata’s praxis and writings
7

and fabric of movement in butoh praxis, if viewed from a certain perbutoh

3

Ibidem.

4

Janet Lansdale,
century, in The Routledge Dancer Studies Reader
5

6

7
See for example Katja Centonze, I colori proibiti di Kinjiki
Yoshito, Hijikata Tatsumi e il corpo eretico nel
suoni dal Giappone contemporaneo
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ticular, due to its paradoxical character, butoh

butoh unfolds as a “terodansu” (dance of terrorism ). The corporeal matter, he works on,
emerges the nikutai, which is the starting point of the adventure of butoh
nikutai, transient and anarchic, is the living and raw
Its highest expression and potential is shown in processes like metnikutai Hijikata
suijakutai
9
), the shitai
jintai
mi
karada
shintai
10
etc . Hijikata writes:
Tatsumi Hijikata, Naka no sozai/sozai (Inner material/material), in Hijikata
Tatsumi DancE ExpErIEncE no kai.
, program notes, Hijikata Tatsumi DancE ExpErIEncE no kai, Daiichi Seimei
9

For the suijakutai in contrast to Körperkultur see Katja Centonze,

e Germania, in
Casari and Elena Cervellati, Bologna, Dipartimento delle Arti e almadl, 2015,
10
For Hijikata’s construction of disparate corporealities see Katja Centonze,
Bodies Shifting from Hijikata’s
to Contemporary Shintai
Facing Corporeality, in
Performing Arts and Cultural Practices between Contemporariness and Tradition,
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The nikutai
[sakeme
karada].
nikutai
[niku no kami
collapse while still pending up in the air as ever…11

his performative practice penetrates into verbal landscape enforcing
-

tablishment. While dealing with bodies/corporealities in his texts, he
applies distinguished terminologies in differing contexts, connoting

12

all senses.
nition butoh
about Hijikata’s dance preannouncing the main traits of its development13
-

11

Tatsumi Hijikata, Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku

vol.
12
Choreographing
history, in The Routledge Dancer Studies Reader, cit., pp. 291-302.
13
For Mishima’s writings on Hijikata’s avant-garde dance see Katja Centonze,
Encounters between Media and Body Technologies. Mishima Yukio, Hijikata Tatsumi,
, in Enacting Culture-Japanese Theater in Historical and Modern
Contexts
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– is “a man who urinates outdoors in a standing position seen from
behind14”».
akuchuarite)15 of the performative act in Hijikata’s creations .
16

topos in Hithe usual vehicles of expression. This implies that together with the
erasure of the face and hands, expression is also erased17. As he declares in his program notes for Kinjiki nibusaku (Forbidden Colours
II, 1959):
The execution of the action will be done all at once without bending the
the strict restriction of the bar [

], will be reoriented from the face to the back.
.

, in
sul Giappone II
Romagnoli, Roma, Aracne, 2016 (forthcoming).
14
Mishima translated in Centonze, Encounters between Media and Body
, cit. p. 224.
15
akuchuarite, which is the transliteration of the
French word actualité.
16
Cf. Katja Centonze, Encounters between Media and Body Technologies.
, cit.
17
Katja Centonze,
, cit.
Tatsumi Hijikata, Kinjiki
program notes, 650 experIenCe
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tion of cultural categories goes further: he eradicates and opposes his
-

Nonhuman Theatre

elitis, who tries to catch an object. Mishima envisages in this relation
a process of estrangement and detects the thing (mono) as a dreadful
thing-in-itself (monojitai)19.
hagurete iru nikutai, often
Hagurete iru nikutai
which we lose control, which has lost control, alienated from itself,
20

as the mumokutekina nikutai, the nikutai without an aim, or, as I call
it, the atelic21 nikutai
with an aprioristic and distinguishable point of departure and arrival.
The mumokutekina nikutai is at the centre of his dance, as he declared

19

Cf. Katja Centonze,

20

Ibidem.

, cit.
21
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in Keimusho e (To prison22

-

23

.
Mishima isolates a crucial characteristic, i.e. the non-dialectic
nikutai
man being, animal and object, dismissing an anthropocentric vision
of dance in terms of human expression. In his challenge to theatre and
dance, he pushes to the extreme the nonhuman dimension in perfor24

which the dancer or experiencer starts to animate the inanimate and
a socio-political plane but invests the conception in itself of artistic
creation as human domain.
nikutai/object relation and
nikutaika sareta mono, the nikutaised thing25.
The Body Observes the Study on the Body
Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku
the nikutai
nikutai, 1969) Hijikata reserves a peculiar
attention also to natural crisis underlining the difference between his

22
23

Tatsumi Hijikata, Keimusho e, cit. p. 46.
Katja Centonze,
, cit.

24

movement see André Lepecki,
movement,
25
For further details see Katja Centonze, Mutamenti del linguaggio estetico e
, in Mutamenti dei linguaggi della scena teatrale
e di danza del Giappone contemporaneo
Cafoscarina, 2014, pp. 99-100.
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tensai, also
well, are implied. There might be a connection between the instable
bodies in butoh
keiren, convulsive trembling, is a distinctive characteristic
ties, in particular with the bodies of children. As far as I have observed,
term karada or shintai and never with the term nikutai. Hijikata focuses
gloss. His impassive and cold-blooded words manifest an absence of
mochi26 gets stuck in their throat. Chilkarada].

corpses of drowned children [kodomo no suishitai], and when the children’s white
27
.

As the title highlights, Hijikata operates an inversion of the rapport
between the nikutai and the discourse on the nikutai. Here it is not the
cognitive practice and research. Present dance studies, as shown in
-

26
27

Rice cake.
Tatsumi Hijikata, Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku
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Hijikata accomplished what dance studies and performance studies
Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku
tions, perceptions and cognizance concerning bodies. It is an important
as their intriguing rapport with language, with the verbal and rational
special number Nikutai to gengo

Gendaishi
-

intricate debate on the nikutai
outstanding example.
A fundamental aspect of Hijikata’s dance politics and artistic strateceiving and producing performance, and as a criterion in philosophical
ankoku (utter
darkness), in the subtraction of light, in confusing the audience’s visual
deferred from the production of visual forms and the spectator’s and the
have concentrated on reorienting the optomonopolism and turned to the
29
.
In respect to the gaze in Hijikata’s dance Gunji Masakatsu highlights:

Differentiating phenomenology and dance, in The Routledge
Dancer Studies Reader
Choreographing
history, cit.
29
The Senses in Performance
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nikutai’s inside/inner part as
thing which is his own nikutai, but is not his own nikutai. There the relation of
showing and seeing seemed not to have been established. While the spectator sees
Hijikata’s dancing nikutai, and also Hijikata is seeing that nikutai, it seems as he
would render this nikutai and its condition different from the usual scenic arts in
the world30.

jujutsu. This situation happens, for examthese rituals the relation between seeing and show/ing, between who
dances and who is watching is erased. As Gunji explains, spectators
(kenbutsu) are excluded, because a fundamental condition of partaking
in the event is of blood relations31.
In Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku Hijikata discusses also nikutaigaku
nikutaishi
gisms are emphasised in respect to the shintai
nikutaigaku and nikutaishi can be viewed in contrast to the common desig32
nation of shintairon
. In respect to nikutai, shintai
Hijikata envisages nikutaishi and nikutaigaku
-

30
Gunji Masakatsu,
translation.
31
Ibidem
e tarantismo salentino.
Due culture coreutiche a confronto nell’era intermediale, in Atti del XXX Convegno
di Studi sul Giappone

Cf. Katja Centonze, Bodies Shifting from Hijikata’s
to Contemporary
, cit.; Katja Centonze, Topoi of
,
in Japanese Theatre in a Transcultural Context. German and Italian Intertwinings,
32

Shintai

2011, pp. 211-230.
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[karada]»33.
nikutai
is transitional, then, he adds, «real extinction» makes its entrance. The
shitai, does not take part in the «real extinction», and thereOur nikutai
butoh-fu (butoh notation). The
nikutai concerns a condition of corporeal fragmentation, a split corpohagurete iru
sakeme), and not graspa34

is obliterated and the nikutai melts, congeals, coagulates like a sugar
bekkoame
organisation, its parts and senses are dissociated from their original
dislocated, as for example in the case of a seeing foot or a seeing rear35.
The dancer’s hand does not belong to the dancer. The nikutai is an
object independent from the dancer, and is aligned with the external
dancer and him or herself, is the peculiar Verfremdung achieved in butoh dance, where the attention is shifted from the centre to the periphoften have discussed elsewhere, the condition of Verfremdung is not a

33

Tatsumi Hijikata, Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku, cit. p. 31. Hijikata

34

Tatsumi Hijikata, Nikutai ni nagamerareta nikutaigaku, cit. p. 31.

35

(PohrC
on the rear; corporeal situations linked to Francis Bacon’s art, and to articulations with
spherical junctions in Hans Bellmeer’s art.
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prerogative of butoh, although it has been accentuated and made explicit, and
36
.
Hijikata’s words reveal that the nikutai is bound to loneliness and
nikutaigaku or nikutaishi.
nikutai are
nikutai is not circumscribable, conconstruction, but we cannot dominate the nikutai. I suppose that herein
lies the anarchic nature of the nikutai.
the nikutai or different nuances or states of the nikutai. Therefore, it is a
the risk of its own life»).
-

wazaogi», for example, in
e tarantismo salentino. Due culture coreutiche a
confronto nell’era intermediale, cit. pp. 130-133.
36

